
NESEA Board Meeting – Minutes 
May 16, 2015 
Water’s Edge Resort and Spa, Westbrook, Connecticut 
 
Attending 
Les Bluestone 
Michael Bruss 
Caitriona Cooke 
Paul Eldrenkamp 
Phil Kaplan 
Jennifer Marrapese 
Rob Meyers 
Fortunat Mueller 
Andy Padian 
Rick Renner 
 
Not Attending 
Martine Dion 
John Skipper 
Lisa Tallet 
 
Meeting convened with quorum at 8:30 AM. 
 
Michael welcomed everyone, and Caitriona handed over the ceremonial gavel.  
 
All agreed that Friday’s (May 15, 2015) strategic planning session went well. It was 
noted that the results of Friday's deliberations, the "calculations", should not be taken for 
more than a general summary, valuable though that is. We should keep this in mind as 
we honor the general priorities that were developed. Jennifer noted that the last time we 
went through this process, the priorities withstood the test of time. Nevertheless, we 
won't ignore the items with lower priority. 
 
Regarding the issue of organizational diversity, Andy reminded us that the new "rock 
stars" are not well known by staff and many others. Jennifer said that even the 
experienced staff may not know about all these individuals, because feedback is from 
BE15 follow-up and a few other opportunities. Jennifer said that ultimately, the staff will 
take a back seat to the board in discovering these new "stars". Rick said that he does 
not know about all these new "stars", which is an important reason why board members 
should get to BENYC. 
 
Andy suggested that we find a place easy to reach from NYC where NESEA can have 
some events where the staff can meet the young stars. Perhaps these folks can make a 
series of presentations to the board, staff, and other NESEA members. Les said the staff 
could be empowered to contact rising stars. 
 
Vote: To approve the minutes from the February 6, 2015 meeting. Rob made the 
motion and Andy seconded it; the motion carried unanimously. 
 
Vote: To approve the minutes from the January 8, 2015 conference call. Andy 
made the motion and Rob seconded it; the motion carried unanimously. 
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Executive Director Report 
 
Staff has been reviewing the plans for the Annual Meeting, and there is some concern 
about linking this to BENYC. Suggest now that instead holding it the day before BENYC, 
we hold it right after the BE Bottom Lines summit in Northhampton, Massachusetts on 
November 4, 2015. This was accepted. 
 
The Board Meeting set before BENYC will remain as scheduled. Rooms are already 
reserved at a favorable rate. 
 
The new staff members are very capable and are still getting up to speed.  
 
AT 50 Miles Street, the start date for construction is still a moving target. One tenant has 
given notice, but this will help the construction process by freeing space. The building 
permit is in hand. Jennifer wants to have construction done by September 1, and she 
asked that Board members involved in 50 Miles work to keep this deadline. 
 
 
Finance Committee Report 
 
Paul and Jennifer presented. Jennifer said that recent quarter has tracked well, and we 
should end the year with a decent surplus. This in spite of difficulties with the website 
and the transition in staff. Jennifer and staff continue to work on establishing the correct 
key metrics.  
 
It is important to look at the programs NESEA does best and that have a good ROI. 
Therefore, the Zero Net Energy awards program will be discontinued; it runs at a little 
loss, and takes a lot of work. Also, the building types have been all over the map, and 
this makes the program more complicated. 
 
NESEA will continue to facilitate BE local events when opportunities present themselves 
(that is, to support members' ability to convene events), but these events will not be a 
priority. We will try to make staff support more cost efficient for BE local events, but in 
general, they require too much effort, and it is hard to maintain consistency.  Instead, the 
focus will be on Pro Tours. We hope to establish a committee to curate tours and 
perhaps issue RFP's? Try for geographic diversity. 
 
BE Magazine will be "off loaded" to Naylor, which will save staff time. Naylor will sell ads, 
but NESEA will be able to screen and, if necessary, veto advertising.  
 
The budget predicts a $36,000 surplus, before capital expenses. Jennifer noted that for 
the first time (except for Mary), the individual program budgets are coming from those 
who run the programs. And for the first time, the budget reflects substantial salary 
increases for staff positions. Jennifer noted that the staff is now a new set of people with 
better skills, so the earlier salary survey is not so applicable. The budget reflects staff 
working at or closer to full time. Finally, this budget includes full health insurance for 
employees. Jennifer and the staff are evaluating insurance proposals. 
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Budget for BE16 - The problems with the website severely compromised our ability to 
market BE15. The BE16 budget anticipates thirteen additional exhibitors. Andy was 
pleased to see that BE is a smaller proportion of the overall NESEA budget. Andy was 
concerned about the role of renewables in the presentation portfolio. Rob is trying to 
establish cooperation with renewables organizations. The staff is courting new sponsors, 
so the projected 17% increase for BE16 seems reasonable.  Labor for BE is down as a 
function of overall NESEA allocation. 
 
Andy said that we should think about moving the conference to a location that is an 
easier driving destination, perhaps outside Boston? NESEA is working with TripZero to 
analyze the carbon footprint of the conference and to negotiate more effectively with 
Seaport. We don't want Seaport to become complacent, but it is also very hard and 
disruptive to change locations. This is a suitable strategic topic for a future board 
meeting. Perhaps this discussion could start, at the appropriate time, with a presentation 
of the data gathered by TripZero. 
 
BE Pro Tours – The budget predicts an increase in registrations, from $7,000 to $12,000, 
approximately $1,000 to $1,200 per tour, which tracks with the average for this year, but 
we will run more tours next year.  
 
BE Masters Series – Registration income is projected to increase from $30,000 to 
$45,000, which is ambitious. It assumes seven courses at $6,500 each. And we will 
have more time to devote to sponsorships. Because of the way the program is designed, 
if it appears that the projections are too optimistic, we will know early, can avoid 
expenses, and can redirect resources to more promising activities. 
 
The plans are for the Masters series can include courses from the following list:  
 

Two NZE courses from Marc Rosenbaum 
Mike Duclos will rework his course to two four-week sessions 
Craig Foley will conduct a course on green realtor designation 
Mitch Anthony, do-it-yourself brand camp 
Andy Shapiro, building energy analytics 
David White, moisture in high performance buildings 
Chris Benedict 
Peter Yost, content to be determined 
Henry Gifford 
Fortunat, PV and heat pumps 
Rob Aldrich, ventilation 
International Living Futures for more pedal content 
Chris Shafner, 
Carter Scott, affordable design and construction 
Jason Taylor and Chris Corson, 
Rob Meyers suggestion for building integrated PV 

 
Seven offerings are planned, with four already lined up. And NESEA is entertaining 
partnership agreements with other organizations to co-market this program 
 
BENYC – The new venue has much better space for exhibitors.  The biggest stretch is 
registrations, but we intend to get out of the gate earlier because content will be 
organized earlier. The venue is more expensive than last year, but it is much better, 
especially for exhibitors. 
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ZNE Building Grant – The plan is carry over the balance from previous year and spend it 
to enhance the functionality of the database. The goal is by the end of year to attract 20 
to 40 new projects. (Note that the database is on the website in the "Community" 
section.) 
 
BE Bottom Lines – In the budget, registration drops so much because of a 
reclassification. There is a tentative plan to launch a fourth BEBL group next year. In the 
budget, the facilitator fee goes up to $7,500 next year from $5,000 this year. Jennifer is 
trying to get the fee up to the market rate of approximately $10,000 (which may still be 
low). Yestermorrow is a strategic partner in the program. 
 
Regarding the BE Bottom Lines Summit, it is OK to register even if you have not been 
part of the program. The Summit in November is a reunion, marketing, and a two-track 
conference. The NESEA Annual Meeting is that evening.  
 
Membership - Prior year should be $87k, not $77k. Katie is becoming more and more 
effective. Retaining members is a priority. Also looking at bringing business members up 
to the appropriate level. Regarding staffing, trying to assign as much time as possible to 
programs instead of general administration. 
 
Andy reminded us that when asked for favors, we should be sure that we are doing the 
favor for a NESEA member; no membership, no favor. Les asked if there is a 
"government" category of membership. Jennifer said we might encourage joining at the 
$250 level. 
 
Jennifer said that in the world of non-profits, it is not uncommon for membership to be a 
loss center.  
 
BE Magazine - Projecting a smaller, $11,000 loss as a function of the arrangement with 
Naylor, but it frees up a lot of staff time. This will be a net benefit to NESEA 
 
Program Development - Largely Board development, looking at partnerships, and other 
program development. Les asked if this is really general overhead, which appealed to 
Jennifer. May be a good placeholder to remind us to keep looking for new opportunities.  
Decided to keep this category. 
 
Fundraising - Projecting a decrease, because Kate Goldstein fund was launched in 
2015. The projection for the 2016 annual appeal is in line with previous years. Jennifer 
noted that in-kind donations are not significant, though we received a nice camera last 
year. In-kind donations are documented, though this does not include volunteers at 
conferences, etc. We might be able to track this closely with our new database. Decided 
to include this in the budget. 
 
Should keep annual fund to remind people that we are a here and a 501c3, but probably 
not going to be significant. Les wondered if we should be a "click" on Amazon. Will look 
into a link on our website. 
 
Admin/Overhead - Revenue is largely 50 Miles Street rent. Les asked about the building 
and wondered if there is an opportunity for cell phone transmitter rental. Jennifer will 
check. 
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Other - Think we can do 12 Pro Tours instead of the budgeted 10. There is a possibility 
of licensing our Case Study Database, which is not reflected in the budget. And once the 
renovations are completed, there may be some increase in 50 Miles Street rental 
income. 
 
BE Masters Series – The budgeted increase in registrations is due to an increase to 
seven courses over this year's four courses. Four courses for next year are already set 
to go. 
 
Paul presented an analysis of program gross profit (without overhead allocation, which is 
mostly staff time) and staff time. Masters Series, BEMS, and Pro Tours are the most 
productive re income versus staff time. Maybe we should coordinate Pro Tour subjects 
with upcoming Masters Series courses.  Note that since 2014, we have terminated the 
three poorest performing programs. 
 
Vote: To approve the 2016 budget. Fortunat made the motion and Rob seconded 
it; the motion carried unanimously. 
 
 
Website  
 
We have concluded the relationship with Energy Circle, and all the “handoffs” have been 
made. It did not end as amicably as hoped. A new consultant has been engaged, one 
who is familiar with the new database system. In addition to all the other problems, we 
were put in the starter version of the database, not the one we really need. The 2016 
budget includes the cost of upgrading and making other needed changes. Stephen led 
an exhaustive audit of what needs to be done; probably 70% of that is completed. 
 
Within the last 2-3 months, Jennifer found out about some other organizations using BE 
in their brand, and she identified three in the Northeast that might create confusion: A 
small vendor in VT; Building Energy Exchange (BEX), a commercial lighting conversion 
exchange; and Building Energy Summit in DC (associated with the Rocky Mountain 
Institute). There is also something with the Department of Energy. NESEA’s Attorney 
said we should do something to preserve our ability to use the BE brand, so we sent 
“Cease and Desist” letters; when they respond, we can give them permission for use, 
except for a conference. No lawsuits are anticipated. No responses have been received, 
yet, though BEX talked with John Skipper. They may become a BENYC sponsor. 
 
 
Development Committee – Phil Kaplan 
 
The Committee’s goal was to conclude Board interviews by the Retreat, but there are a 
few left. (Tracey Powell of the Development Committee is helping to interview Board 
members.)  
 
Student Scholarship Competition – Phil’s firm, KTA, chose a school in Maine that had an 
architecture department and proposed to donate the cost of sending a student to one 
day at BE. KTA assembled a template/process whereby students submit a one-page 
essay. The winner is selected by KTA and must agree to present his/her experience to 
others after returning from the Conference. The result is a membership in NESEA and 
one day at BE15. If there are enough of these student, perhaps they can get together at 
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BE16. The program requires a $250 commitment for the Board member. Andy pointed 
out that GreenHome has done this for several years. What about BENYC as well? It 
should be the Board member's choice. Note that this does not have to be limited to 
Board members. Les has a friend who teaches at Pratt who might be worth contacting. It 
might be worth having Katie ask companies if they are interested in sponsoring a 
student. The Development Committee will send out a draft template for review during the 
June 11 Board conference call.  
 
Another possibility for extending the “reach” of NESEA is to approach campus 
sustainability coordinators. Rick suggested approaching the Green Campus Consortium 
in Maine at one of their meetings. This overall approach may have significant geographic 
potential. 
 
The Development Committee would like to formalize the Board of Directors "Give and/or 
Get" policy of $1,500 with some form of agreement. This may help Board members be 
more thoughtful, deliberate, and targeted in their giving. This was acceptable to the 
Board. The Development Committee will send out a draft template for review during the 
June 11 conference call. 
 
Rob wondering about sending a letter to clients describing the value of NESEA to South 
Mountain and, therefore, to the clients’ projects. Paul thought it might work in some 
cases, but it is maybe not a tool of wide applicability. Les thinks it is not a high 
percentage strategy. It is fishing, not hunting. Phil said that this might compromise a 
client’s privacy. Les suggested a client plus a school. Rob was thinking in big terms 
about finding a benefactor. 
 
Les described how the Chase Manhattan Bank Foundation sponsored a competition for 
the preparation of proposals for developing housing on an actual site. There were 
stipends for the participants and prizes for the winner(s). Schools often jumped at the 
opportunity, in part because of the multi-discipline nature of the problems. Perhaps this 
could be done for an existing building occupied by a nonprofit. Perhaps there is a 
benefactor or an organization that would want to fund this. The benefit to NESEA would 
be marketing, membership, etc. in addition to helping a nonprofit entity. Perhaps it would 
make sense to create an offshoot of NESEA to administer the competition. The donation 
would fund staff time in addition to stipends and prizes. Jennifer said that for this to get 
off the ground, we need a member/champion to run it. And it is a lot of work, including 
staff time. Years ago, NESEA did something like this for a site in Holyoke. Les knows the 
person who did this for Chase; perhaps Jennifer should speak with her.  
 
Jennifer reminded us that NESEA is a member of One Percent for the Planet. If your 
company wants to be a participant in this, NESEA can be specified as the recipient of 
your donation. 
 
Phil initiated a "brainstorming" session, during which we added potential exhibitors to the 
existing list and made Board contact assignments. 
 
 
Nominating Committee - Martine Dion 
 
No report, because Martine was unable to attend. 
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50 Miles Street Committee – Rick Renner 
 
Jennifer’s ED report provided a good summary of the project’s status. 
 
 
Governance Committee – Rick Renner 
 
The Committee has not convened, yet. Jennifer suggested that the Committee 
coordinate an annual assessment of Board performance.  
 
Merging Governance and Nominating Committees was discussed. Caitriona stated that it 
is better to have a separate, standing Governance Committee. Decided not to merge the 
Committees. 
 
 
Membership Services Liaison - Caitriona Cooke 
 
Distributed BE15 Exhibitor Outreach Results and discussed the content. An analysis of 
the information has just begun, but it will be a valuable resource.  Paul asked if the report 
will be sent to the conference planning committee. Most Board members want to reduce 
the number of interviews, but there is no question that it is a good idea. 
 
New Business 
 
The Board expressed its appreciation to the staff for planning and participating in the 
Retreat. 
 
Vote: Motion to adjourn proposed by Andy and seconded by Rob. The motion 
passed unanimously. 
 
Meeting adjourned at approximately 2:00 PM. 
 
Next board calls/meetings:  

June 11: Phone call at 9:00 AM 
July 9: Phone call at 9:00 AM 

 
Minutes prepared by Rick Renner 


